
 
Dear Sir, 
  
 
In case my email below about explaining how the infrequent tsunami risk for the UK has been 
downplayed has not been forwarded to Dr Mike Weightman, could you please forward this email it to him, 
as the HSE website does not appear to provide direct contact details.    Given he due to produce his final 
report on Japanese earthquake and tsunami - Implications for the UK nuclear industry, this September, 
he may be interested in my comments about a DEFRA report he cited in his interim report, and my other 
comments relating to this highly technical work from a geological perspective.  
 
David Nowell   FGS   FRGS    
 

  
 
From:   
Sent: 08 July 2011 10:24 
To: 'Correspondence (DECC)' 
Cc: '  
Subject: UK tsunami risk has been underestimated RE: Chris Huhne's response to your email  
 
Dear Chris Huhne MP, 
  
 
Thank you for your 9 June 2011 reply to my email.   Sorry for the delay in getting back to you, but it took 
some time to digest the key scientific paper (Smith et al. 2004) for me to question the likely height of the 
tsunami generated by the Storegga underwater slide some 8,200 years ago off the coast of Norway, 
which has been seriously misinterpreted.     
 
Thus the interim report on the Japanese earthquake and tsunami - Implications for the UK nuclear 
industry, published by Dr Weightman - draws upon flawed evidence to underestimate the impact of such 
a low frequency event on the British coast in the section on Tsunami Hazards in the UK, point 214 on 
page 41, by making reference (31) to a report by DEFRA on The threat posed by tsunami to the UK 
published in 2005, which downplays the findings of this key paper.   This report fails to model such an 
underwater slide using modern water depths which are significantly deeper than when this event occurred 
(shallower waters absorb and reduce the energy of incoming waves), and ignored any risk however 
remote from meteorite impact in the waters surrounding the UK (though astronomers would suggest 
globally once a century events are pretty devastating, and it was lucky the last one in Siberia in 1908 was 
in a remote and uninhabited region), before tabulating (table 7.1 on page 103) a series of other modelled 
scenarios with waves of up to 2 m high at the coast.  
 
However, as the abstract of Smith, D.E., Shi. S., Cullingford, R.A. and eight others. 2004.  The Holocene 
Storegga Slide tsunami in the United Kingdom.  Quaternary Science Reviews, volume 23, pages 2291-
2321, makes clear, the sediment run-up would have been at least 5 m in inlets along the east coast of 
Britain, and the “run-up” of the tsunami would have exceeded these values.   On page 2316 they point out 
that water levels are usually several metres above sand sheets deposited by modern tsunamis, but omit 
to consider whether the deposits they tabulated were eroded before normal deposition was resumed, as 
earlier in the paper they suggest that in some places the alignment or nature of the contemporary 
coastline at the time was changed as a result of the impact of this wave.    Furthermore, we have no way 
of knowing what state the tide was in when this wave hit different parts of the coast.  Nor do we really 
know what the tidal dynamics were at the time, considering lower sea-levels and a different coastal c 
onfiguration throughout the North Sea.  Furthermore, on page 2315 the authors erroneously state that 
modern tidal ranges are between 2 to 3 m, forgetting to double this figure, as their tables quote high water 
levels relative to Ordnance Datum, which is roughly mean sea level and not low water, though the exact 
difference with Newlyn in Cornwall varies.  



 
 
Thus, assuming the tidal dynamic was similar around 8,200 years ago and this wave hit some swathes of 
this coast at around low tide, then the water run-up could been up to ten metres on the open coast and 
easily exceeded this in coastal inlets, where from modern experience water can become funnelled as it is 
pushed inland.   Though a paper by Bondevik, S. et al. 2005 is cited in chapter 2 as modelling this event, 
it shares a common author with the paper by Smith et al. 2004, which is a rather confusingly written and 
difficult to follow account of the data they presented, compared to similar papers in this field.   
 
 
Given this, it would be wise to as soon as possible to commission some independent research to estimate 
and model what would happen if a similar underwater slide were to occur and the range of likely wave 
heights that might be expected along the coasts of Britain and the rest of the North Sea.   Furthermore, 
the DEFRA report failed to consider the possibility of escaping gas from below an offshore platform 
destabilizing the continental shelf to generate such an underwater slide, if only to rule this out.   This 
scenario does not require a large earthquake to trigger it. 
  
 
It must be remembered that sea level was around 14 m lower than present (though the exact figure can 
be hard to estimate due to differential post-glacial uplift since the massive ice sheet covering much of 
Britain and Ireland melted) off Scotland and around 8 m in the southern North Sea, which is why these 
wash-over deposits associated with this event have not been identified along the coast of England south 
of Northumbria.   Furthermore, around our coasts other less clear-cut events since then may have been 
missed, as such research is conducted on a shoestring and so sampling will be biased towards easier to 
sample locations and the particular interests of researchers.   This is not helped by NERC removing all 
funding from supporting postgraduate masters degrees, as the wide ranging skills required for many 
aspects of research in Quaternary science are not covered by undergraduate courses and are needed 
before embarking on a PhD.   Without this, the scope of such research projects becomes hamstrung by 
potential students not having a wide enough grasp of this complex interdisciplinary field, which draws 
upon many areas of expertise, including pollen analysis, zoology, geochemistry, sedimentology and 
geophysics.   For those working in the field last year’s Icelandic ash crisis came as no surprise as more 
substantial ash layers are found in peat bogs across western Scotland and Ireland and are used as time 
markers as the chemistry of the ash varies with each eruption.    
  
 
However, the DEFRA report does take a sensible view of the likely scale of any wave associated with La 
Palma, in the Canary islands (Table 3.2, page 43).   The geological record extending back over millions of 
years does not record a catastrophic flank collapse (similar to those which have happened in the 
Hawaiian islands) generating a massive wave hitting the eastern seaboard of the United States, as by 
now this would have been picked up in seismic records and boreholes.     
  
 
When it comes to the interim report on the Japanese earthquake and tsunami:  Implications for the UK 
nuclear industry, given what I have outlined in this email highlighting some fairly basic flaws in the earlier 
DRFRA report (worthy of invoicing them for a consultancy fee), I must call into question Dr Weightman’s 
conclusions about flooding.  Though we are dealing with planning for mitigating very low frequency, high 
impact events which may never happen within the lifetime of a nuclear power station including its 
decommissioning phase, this report has drawn upon a flawed understanding of such risks.    
 
  
 
By not drawing on a wider range of expertise, this has resulted in rather complacent thinking worthy of 
Tokyo Electric.  Even following the Indian Ocean tsunami they did not commission any trivially cheap 
geological research on the run-up of past tsunamis along the coasts of Japan, nor while awaiting the 
results conduct a fundamental review their safety systems.   Otherwise the diesel back-up generators, 
which did not require cooling water unlike the nuclear reactors, would have been moved a relatively short 



distance up hill behind the Fukushima-1 site.   Had the power lines been washed away, then in a matter 
of hours the Japanese defence force could have been brought in to rig up a temporary 
connection.  Instead they took the full force of the waves, being (if I understand correctly) sited in front of 
the reactors, though the interim report does not make this point clear.  In the end, I note on page 38 
mobile generators were bought in by which time it was too late.   
  
 
Though the interim report does on pages 36-7 pick up on a wholly inadequate design against flooding at 
the Fukushima-1 site, it does not explore the generally lax safety culture within Tokyo Electric in the past 
which been reported in the British press.  Also, I hope the British embassy in Tokyo will assist in 
establishing academic contacts to gain an informed view from esoteric Japanese langue scientific 
literature on the past heights and frequencies of tsunamis of a given height along this coast, both from 
historic and geological records.  
  
 
Thus on page 68 conclusion 6 underestimates the risk of flooding to some potential sites in the UK, which 
will include the lack of high ground for nearby back up generators.   Thus without a great deal of new 
research into the flooding histories of our coasts since the start of the Holocene some 11,600 years ago, 
we don’t have enough information about the likelihood and impact of low frequency flooding events for 
existing sites, let alone potential ones.  Often you have to look for what by its very nature, is scattered and 
limited evidence that might be found in other locations with better preservation potential to record past 
inundations or changes in land levels relative to global eustaic sea-levels.   Given this, while 
recommendation 10 is a welcome step, it needs to be widened beyond site-specific studies to more 
generic ones encompassing larger areas including estuaries and offshore waters.      
 
Furthermore, I can see no basis for conclusion 7 on page 69 which states that there is no need to change 
the siting strategies for new nuclear power stations in the UK, when not enough systematic research has 
been conducted to fully understand the complex flooding histories of our post-glacial coastal 
plains.   Though we will never gain a complete picture, many disparate and often incoherent studies have 
been conducted by academics and the British Geological Survey, which has produced a limited number 
of 1:50,000 coastal sheets integrating both onshore and offshore geological mapping into a more 
coherent overview.   In turn their production aids and supports more site-specific and thematic research 
conducted by university based academics.   However, continued mapping is being curtailed by the 
director of the British Geological Survey, even though at least a fifth of our bedrock geology needs 
significant revision, plus many areas with an often highly varied covering of superficial deposits which 
have completely outdated coverage.   A continued systematic mapping programme since 1835 is vital, 
given the need to retain staff with a good working knowledge of Britain’s regional geology, so that they 
can be consulted by government departments, business, planners and the wider public.    
 
That said, recommendation 17 on page 74 is most welcome, even though I have made my views clear 
about the need to site back-up generators on relatively higher ground, just in case flooding occurs 
whatever its cause.   Also to conclude it was rather disingenuous for Dr Weightman appearing before a 
parliamentary select committee to say we don’t get magnitude 9 earthquakes off the coast of 
Britain.  Nobody ever said we did, and indeed the old Central Electricity Broad commissioned much of the 
early research on the frequency and magnitude of the seismic hazard in the UK.    
 
The danger - just like Calder Hall (Selafield), Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and now Fukushima – is that in 
spite of all the assurances the next internationally significant nuclear incident will occur though a 
combination of unforeseen events and human failings to foresee and make proper provision for them.   To 
try to ensure this does not happen to us, it is vital that all realistically possible scenarios, however unlikely 
they may appear at first sight, are considered so they can be mitigated:  hence from my own area of 
expertise and understanding, my request for the issue of potential flooding especially linked to (by 
international standards) relatively minor tsunami waves to be taken far more seriously.   While further 
research may well confirm the relative safely of sites for coastal nuclear power stations in the UK and 
neighbouring countries, this expense is insignificant and utterly trivial compared to ignoring the potential 



impact of such admittedly infrequent risks.   Clearly having read the 2005 DFRA report it was a rushed 
and superficial attempt to reassure the public without going on the commission further research.     
  
 
As you may wish to forward this email I had better outline my qualification to make it clear I am not some 
scare-mongering amateur who is out of their depth on this subject.  To start with, I have a first class 
geophysics degree from Liverpool University, a research masters from the Open University, and a taught 
masters degree (with an unofficial distinction) in Quaternary Science from Cambridge University, as well 
as being a Fellow of the Geological Society and author of a number of scientific papers and numerous 
geological reviews and articles.    
  
 
Regards, David Nowell    
   
 

 
 




